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TODAY’S AGENDA 

KNOWING THE AUDIENCE 
(EMPLOYERS)

CRAFTING YOUR STORIES 
(STAR STATEMENTS)

TRANSLATING TO RESUMES 
AND INTERVIEWS



WARM-UP QUESTION

What skill(s) have you developed as part 
of your organization?



WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT
NACE CAREER COMPETENCIES

Communication Critical Thinking Leadership Professionalism

Teamwork Technical 
Proficiency

Inclusivity/Ability 
to work with 

Diverse groups

National Association of Colleges & Employers, 2020



“STAR” STATEMENTS  

Situation | Task

Action

Result

• Situation – what was your 
role/where were you working?

• Task – what did you have to 
accomplish?

• Action – What did you do? 
Why did you do it that way?

• Result – What happened? 
What did you learn?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
STAR, which stands for Situation, Task, Action and Result, as a way of describing your accomplishments. For situational questions, e.g. Tell me about a time you worked on a team. Give an example. �



Passive Active STAR

Responsible for team 
meeting. 

Coordinated team 
meetings and 
activities. 

Coordinated team meetings 
and activities resulting in 
increased cooperation among 
departments.   

Duties included answering 
phones.  

Answered busy telephones 
and directed callers to 
appropriate person. 

Answered busy, complicated 
multi-lined telephone system 
with 100% accuracy. 

Able to provide customer 
service. 

Provide outstanding 
customer service. 

Provide outstanding 
customer service; awarded
Employee of the Month three 
times in last year. 

Passive vs. Active Statements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of the STAR technique. Many first drafts of resumes are written with passive statements or sometimes even active ones. If your descriptions look like these, they will be greatly improved by adding in some details to demonstrate how effectively and competently you performed your responsibilities. Employers are impressed by measureable accomplishments, if you’re able to provide them. For example, did you use social media to market your student organization and help to increase membership by 25% during your semester of involvement? Did the fundraiser you coordinated raise hundreds of dollars for an organization? Sometimes it’s difficult to know what the quantities are and it may not always be possible. But using descriptive words and giving concrete details can make a big difference in how your experience is perceived. 



Passive Active STAR

Responsible for team 
meeting. 

Coordinated team 
meetings and 
activities. 

Coordinated team meetings 
and activities resulting in 
increased cooperation among 
departments.   

Duties included answering 
phones.  

Answered busy telephones 
and directed callers to 
appropriate person. 

Answered busy, complicated 
multi-lined telephone system 
with 100% accuracy. 

Able to provide customer 
service. 

Provide outstanding 
customer service. 

Provide outstanding 
customer service; awarded
Employee of the Month three 
times in last year. 

Passive vs. Active Statements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of the STAR technique. Many first drafts of resumes are written with passive statements or sometimes even active ones. If your descriptions look like these, they will be greatly improved by adding in some details to demonstrate how effectively and competently you performed your responsibilities. Employers are impressed by measureable accomplishments, if you’re able to provide them. For example, did you use social media to market your student organization and help to increase membership by 25% during your semester of involvement? Did the fundraiser you coordinated raise hundreds of dollars for an organization? Sometimes it’s difficult to know what the quantities are and it may not always be possible. But using descriptive words and giving concrete details can make a big difference in how your experience is perceived. 



Passive Active STAR

Responsible for team 
meetings. 

Coordinated team 
meetings and 
activities. 

Coordinated weekly 
meetings and activities 
resulting in increased 
cooperation among 
departments.   

Duties included answering 
phones.  

Answered busy telephones 
and directed callers to 
appropriate person. 

Answered high volume of 
calls professionally and 
efficiently.

Able to provide customer 
service. 

Provide outstanding 
customer service. 

Provide outstanding 
customer service; awarded
Employee of the Month three 
times in last year. 

Passive vs. Active Resume Statements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of the STAR technique. Many first drafts of resumes are written with passive statements or sometimes even active ones. If your descriptions look like these, they will be greatly improved by adding in some details to demonstrate how effectively and competently you performed your responsibilities. Employers are impressed by measureable accomplishments, if you’re able to provide them. For example, did you use social media to market your student organization and help to increase membership by 25% during your semester of involvement? Did the fundraiser you coordinated raise hundreds of dollars for an organization? Sometimes it’s difficult to know what the quantities are and it may not always be possible. But using descriptive words and giving concrete details can make a big difference in how your experience is perceived. 



CREATE YOUR OWN STAR STATEMENT

1. Choose a strength that you have developed
1. Example: public speaking

2. A situation where you used this strength and the task you had to 
accomplish

1. As a Career Counselor I had to create and present to student 
leaders about highlighting their skills.

3. How you put the strength into action
1. Collaborated with Student Leadership & Involvement Center 

colleague to develop and present a new workshop to student 
leaders about their leadership skills.

4. What was the result?
1. The participants were actively involved in the presentation and 

were better able to give concrete examples of their skills.



TYPES OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

• “Tell me about a time when you had to change your approach to a problem.”
• “Describe a time where you managed numerous responsibilities? What strategies did you use?” 
• “How do you deal with challenging situations with customers/clients?” 

Behavioral – using 
examples/stories to 

show your skills/abilities

• “Tell me about yourself.”
• “Why are you interested in working here?”
• What are your strengths? Weaknesses?

Open-ended

• What would you do if a manager asked you to perform a task you've never done before?
• What is your approach to working with large sets of data?
• Determine the angle between the hour and minute hands of

a clock given a specific time. 

Technical or Situational 
Questions



THE WEAKNESS QUESTION – 
FINDING A BALANCED RESPONSE

Genuine Not crucial to the job

Something you
Are working on



WHAT IS A WEAKNESS YOU ARE WORKING ON?

1. Choose a weakness that you are working on
1. Example: public speaking

2. Describe a strategy you are using to improve
1. Focusing more time on preparation, and engaging the 

audience
3. A situation where you used this strategy

1. Presenting an Interviewing Webinar for the Career Center
4. How you put the strategy into action

1. I prepared my materials 2 weeks and practiced so I knew my 
material. I also included interactive activities that kept the 
audience engaged, allowed me to hear from them, and limited 
the time that I had to speak

5. What was the result?
1. The participants were actively involved in the presentation and 

provided positive survey feedback.



CAREER CENTER INTERVIEW RESOURCES

Big Interview.com

Counseling Appointments
Mock Interviews 

Resume/Cover Letter Review

Job Search strategies

Career Guide PDF for resume and cover letter examples

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Resources to help students prep for interviews. Candid Career has videos and can be accessed through CC website.Big Interview – web-based program. Students practice answering questions out loud in front of web camera. Can also review learning videos for tips on answering questions. Can self-rate or send to someone, but system doesn’t provide immediate feedback.Mock interviews with career counselors – scheduled as Handshake appointments

https://csusm.biginterview.com/
https://www.csusm.edu/careers/documents/careerguide.pdf


HANDSHAKE

Handshake: www.csusm.edu/careers
 On-campus | Off-campus| Part-time | Full-time

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Handshake: How many of you are seeking a part-time job on campus this school year? Handshake is a good place to start. You can either link to our website and walk them through how to get to their student log in and complete their profile, or the three images show: 1) from the Career Center homepage, click on the Handshake logo, 2) then click “Student Login”, and 3) they should log in with their campus ID and Password, as they already have accounts. They can click on Handshake Highlights to learn more. There is a short video on how to search and apply for jobs within Handshake.

http://www.csusm.edu/careers


REACH OUT!

 Mark Carolino

 mcarolino@csusm.edu

 csusm.edu/careers

mailto:mcarolino@csusm.edu
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